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PHILOSOPHY
Loyalty, respect, excellence.
These are the principles which our company philosophy is based on and in which the Master Italia
TEAM deeply believes in.
Transparency, correctness and reliability are an
essential prerequisite to guarantee not only a
flawless service and product, but also a relationship based on mutual trust and on strong and
profitable partnerships.

ETHICAL CODE
Legality, Transparency and Control represent the
basic ethical values on which Master Italia S.p.A.
bases its Ethical Code.
Recognizing, sharing and accepting those values is paramount, not only to guarantee the
correct functioning of the company internal dynamics, but also in order to keep a plausible and
steady business reputation.
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#ATLANTISCAPS

CERTIFICATION

AEO

The real task of Master Italia S.p.A. towards the quality and
safety of materials, results in the quality and safety trademarks
BY YOUR SIDE (in accordance with the REACH(EC) regulations
no. 1907/2006) OEKO-TEX certification and and laboratory
controls with the purpose of guaranteeing quality, safety and
sustainability of the materials used.

AEO Customs is a certification that attests to
Atlantis’s reliability and safety within the international logistics chain.
In the case of imported goods, this certification
simplifies customs procedures and reduces controls. This speeds up customs clearance and deliveries and makes supplies more reliable.

(Authorized Economic Operator)
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WE CAN DEVELOP
YOUR KNITTED
CUSTOM-MADE
COLLECTION
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#ATLANTISCAPS

We offer you a wide range of ideas
for the CUSTOM-MADE Far East
production. Thanks to our brand
new graphic design software we
create your knitted collection
paying attention to detail, from
the choice to proposal of knitted
models, to development of graphic
projects with all colour variations
you wish to see.

GET INSPIRED
BY OUR HUGE VARIETY
OF CUSTOM-MADE
KNITTED MODELS!
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Our Atlantis Graphic Software creates perfect
renderings, set in a virtual reality able to repre-sent
the end product perfectly. You really can create a
knitted or jacquard beanie and present it as though
it were real!
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ATLANTIS
GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE

#ATLANTISCAPS

Starting from a simple
photograph of a winter
beanie, you can create
an infinite variety of
colours, for entire ad hoc
collections.
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BUBBLE YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1780
Yarn: 100% iceland acrylic – 100% polyester fleece band inside
Size: H 22 X W 22 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
110 g

96 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1781
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 100% iceland acrylic
Size: L 165 X H 25 cm
kid size

157 g

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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HONEYCOMB YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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LAB 1783
Yarn: 100% acrylic melange
Size: H 25 X W 20 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
88 g

144 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1784
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 100% acrylic melange
Size: H 165 X H 25 cm
pom pon

290 g

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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RIBBED YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1778
Yarn: 100% acrylic cashmere touch
Size: H 22 X W 19 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
60 g

144 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1779
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 100% cashmere touch acrylic
Size: L 170 X H 23 cm
pom pon

130 g

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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TWISTED WOOL SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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LAB 1785
Yarn: 40% acrylic – 30% wool – 30% nylon
Size: H 21 X W 23 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
80 g

144 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1786
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 40% acrylic – 30% wool – 30% nylon
Size: L165 X H 25 cm
fleece inside

150 g

kid size

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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MELANGE YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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LAB 1805
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 23 X W 23 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
75 g

96 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1806
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: L 165 X H 25 cm
fleece inside

220 g

kid size

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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PINSTRIPE YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1787
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 21 X W 21 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
52 g

144 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1788
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: L 170 X H 25 cm
pom pon

185 g

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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DIAMOND YARN SET

*

*

*

*

*

*
* virtual variety of colours
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LAB 1790
Yarn: 30% wool – 30% nylon – 40% viscose
Size: H 21 X W 25 cm

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
76 g

144 pcs

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

LAB 1791
ALSO AVAILABLE

Yarn: 30% wool – 30% nylon – 40% viscose
Size: L 170 X H 25 cm
pom pon

172 g

72 pcs

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB 1800
Yarn: 100% Iceland acrylic – 100% polyester fleece inside
Size: H 22 X W 25 cm

130 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

kid size
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Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1793
Yarn: 100% acrylic – 100% polyester fleece inside
Size: H 22 X W 24 cm

75 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

kid size

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB 1803
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 22 X W 22 cm

90 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

fleece inside
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kid size

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1801
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 24 X W 23 cm

58 g

144 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

kid size

reversible

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB 1796
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 29 X W 22 cm

60 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

pom pon
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Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1794
Yarn: 100% acrylic – 100% polyester fleece inside
Size: H 22 X W 22 cm

90 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

kid size

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB 1798
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 25 X W 20 cm

75 g

144 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

pom pon
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Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1782
Yarn: 100% acrylic cashmere touch
Size: H 21 X W 20 cm

70 g

144 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

pom pon

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB 1802
Yarn: 100% Iceland acrylic – 100% polyester fleece band inside
Size: H 21 X W 25 cm

90 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

kid size
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Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB 1797
Yarn: 30% wool – 30% nylon – 40% viscose
Size: H 23 X W 23 cm

90 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

fleece inside

kid size

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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LAB1799
Yarn: 100% acrylic – eco fur pom pon
Size: H 22 X W 19 cm

100 g

96 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

metal plate

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

fleece inside
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kid size

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval

#ATLANTISCAPS

LAB1804
Yarn: 100% acrylic
Size: H 25 X W 23 cm

70 g

144 pcs

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

virtual variety of colours

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

kid size

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

single polybag

ALSO AVAILABLE

pom pon

Moq: starting from 432 pcs
each style and colour

Delivery: 50/60 after
sample approval

Delivery: 90/100 after
sample approval
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GET INSPIRED
BY ATLANTIS COLLECTION

atlantis-caps.com
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#ATLANTISCAPS

SOME EXAMPLES OF OUR STOCK ATLANTIS COLLECTION

COOL

VOGUE

FLAKE

PODCAST

CERVINO

SCRATCH

SHARE

TAG

SKATE

HARLEM

SELFIE

PEAK
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LAB1813

JACQUARD
Jacquard manufacturing on beanies,
scarves and gloves represents the
excellence of our customization proposal.
Indeed, we use the technology offered
by the “CIRCLE MACHINES WITH
ELASTAN”, machineries of the latest
generation which allow the creation of
beanies with smallest details – especially
when it comes to images – and which can
supply a very elastic product thanks to
the already cut internal cords.
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ADVANTAGES OF THE
CIRCLE MACHINE
WITH ELASTAN

REGULAR SHAPES

24 cm

LONG BEANIE

21 cm

24 cm

7 cm

21 cm

28 cm

24 cm

BEANIE WITH CUFF

tube-shaped, no vertical seams

no problems of elasticity
BEANIE

soft and highly wearable product
24 cm
24 cm

LONG BEANIE
WITH POM PON

BEANIE WITH CUFF
WITH POM PON

21 cm

7 cm

21 cm

28 cm

24 cm

up to 12 possible colours on the same beanie

available widths: from 18 to 24 cm
BEANIE
WITH POM PON

selection among more than 100 different
colours of spun yarns
creation of clear and detailed logos

writings starting from 1 cm of height
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LAB1813
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JACQUARD
SIMPLE & QUICK

1. CHOOSE THE SHAPE

4. VIRTUAL ITEM RENDERING

2. USE YOUR PATTERN OR LOGO

3. CHOOSE THE COLOUR

5. RECEIVE YOUR PRODUCT
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809

LAB1

JACQUARD EUROPE PRODUCTION
CERTIFICATIONS

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS
-N

JAC-03

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

fleece inside

kid size

PACKING

single polybag

inside label

care label

ACCESSORIES

pom pon

Moq: 200 pcs (multiple of 100 pcs)
Export Carton: 200 pcs
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Delivery: starting from
20 days after sample
approval

Available Yarns: 100 colour yarn
references + melange colours
8 colours max. per design

Photo Approval: free of charge
Sample Reception: 50 € up to 1000 pcs
(over 1000 pcs free of charge)

#ATLANTISCAPS

JACQUARD FAR EAST PRODUCTION
LAB1

834

CERTIFICATIONS

SOME CUSTOMIZATION IDEAS

3D emb.

Flat emb.

foldable woven
label

woven patch

fake suede with
lasered logo

rubber patch

hangtag

plastic hook

sticker barcode

inside label

care label

fleece inside

reversible

kid size

metal plate

high frequency

PACKING

JAC-04-PO

N-N

single polybag

ACCESSORIES

pom pon

Moq: 432 pcs (multiple of 144) pcs
Export Carton: 144 pcs

Air Delivery: starting
from 50/60 days after
sample approval

Standard Delivery:
starting from 90/100 days
after sample approval

Available Yarns:
based on pantone colours
12 colours max. per design

PHOTO APPROVAL: free of charge
SAMPLE RECEPTION: 80 € up to 1008 pcs
(over 1008 pcs free of charge)
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LAB1812
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LAB1845

PTF9067

LAB1811

LAB1810

INSPIRE YOURSELF
PTF5160

PTF5166

PTF9223

PTF9223

LAB1815

LAB1816

43

CUSTOMIZATION
CHOICES
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#ATLANTISCAPS

3D EMBROIDERY

FOLDABLE WOVEN LABEL

METAL PLAT WITH EMBOSSED LOGO

WOVEN PATCH WITH EMBROIDERED OUTLINE

HIGH FREQUENCY

FLAT EMBROIDERY

FELT FABRIC PATCH WITH STRASS APPLICATION

RUBBER PATCH

DEBOSSED LOGO ON YARN

FAKE SUEDE LASERED LOGO

HIGH FREQUENCY ON A FELT PATCH

LEATHER PATCH WITH LASERED LOGO
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